**NOTES:**

1. **Expansion Joints:** 1/2 inch thick pre-molded non-extruding filler Homex-300 or approved equal. Joint sealer shall be as one component, gun-grade, moisture cured epoxy or urethane such as 'Vulcure 45' or equal as approved by the engineer. Place at interface with other structures and as required with a maximum 100 foot spacing.

2. **Contraction Joints:** Saw-cut or tooled groove 1/4 inch wide in the top one inch of wet concrete with grooving tool of 1/4" radii. Clean and seal joint. Match spacing of adjoining sidewalk where present or standard spacing of 6 feet.

3. **Finishing:** Metal float then light broom. Upper longitudinal edges to be rounded and finished using 1/4" radius, 4 inch wide edging tool or as directed. Transverse expansion and contraction joints to be rounded and finished using 1/4" radius, 2 inch wide edging tool. Picture frame finish between contraction joints unless specified otherwise by engineer or adjacent site conditions.